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Summary CV

Michael completed his BA in Mathematics at University of Toronto in 1961 before moving to Carnegie
Institute of Technology (to become Carnegie Mellon in 1967) where he completed an MSc program in
Mathematics and then a PhD (1965) with a dissertation On Stochastic Programming under the
supervision of Professor Morris H. DeGroot and of Prof. Malenpati M. Rao.

In 1965 Michael moved to Oxford (U.K.) initially as IBM Research fellow and then from 1967 to 1981
as University lecturer in Industrial mathematics affiliated with Balliol College.
Between 1981 and 1987 Michael was Lecturer in Mathematics at Balliol College and took a position as
Research Professor of Management and Information sciences at Dalhousie University in Halifax (CA)
held until 1990.

In 1990 he moved back to the U.K. as Professor of Mathematics at the University of Essex
(1990-1995) and then from 1995 as Professor at the University of Cambridge and director of Research
and the PhD program at the Judge Institute of Management Studies. He is currently Professor
Emeritus of Mathematics and Statistics with the Statistical Laboratory (StatsLab) and of Finance and
Management Science with the JBS of the University.
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Worth recalling ...

Among very many, I would like to mention just few relevant initiatives and achievements that have
characterized Michael’s career, some of which maybe unknown to some of you.

▶ In 1974 Michael organized and chaired the 1st International Conference on Stochastic
Programming, whose 16th triannual edition will be held next July at UC Davis (CA).

▶ In 1996 he founded the Centre of Financial Research of the University of Cambridge.

▶ In 1996 he founded with dr. Elena Medova Cambridge Systems Associates Ltd, repository of
the StochasticsSuiteTM (2005) for optimal financial planning.

▶ In 2000 as we know he co-founded Quantitative Finance. The same year he was also appointed
Honorary Fellow of the prestigious UK Institute of Actuaries.

▶ In 2004 for his contributions he was recognized as Pioneer of Stochastic Programming by the
Math.Prog.Society.

▶ In 2013 he was appointed Foreign member of the Italian Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei
established in 1603 by Federico Cesi and whose third affiliate was Galileo Galilei.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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A consistent evolution of research contributions

Michael’s scientific interests are broad as we know and the fields, quite many, to which he has
contributed over the years include optimization, stochastic modeling, mathematical statistics,
information theory, system analysis, mathematical and computational finance, management science,
numerical analysis, intelligent systems.

On the grounds of my experience, I tried to frame his research interests and contributions along some
few scientific seasons (not to be taken too strictly), such as:

▶ The origins, 60s and 70s, following Michael’s doctoral studies, with a predominant interest in
linear and stochastic linear programming, accompanied by research on public economics.

▶ then the 80s characterized by studies of dynamic stochastic systems in discrete time with major
results on dynamic stochastic programming and information theory.

▶ 90s increasingly into computations and continuous time finance.

▶ Late 90s and 00s with relevant successful industry projects and contributions on institutional and
individual asset-liability management, and derivative pricing.

▶ 00s and 10s more and more industry cooperation and a remarkable set of contributions related to
commodity markets.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Stochastic optimization

Consider the following general formulation of a stochastic optimization problem:

infxEf (x , ω)
s.t. x ∈ P(ω), g(x , ω) ∈ Q ⊆ Rm a.s. (1)

Here ω := {ωt}t∈T ∈ (Ω,Σ,P) is a vector random data process, x ∈ P(ω) is a nonanticipative
Σ-measurable vector decision process, f : P × Ω → R is a real-valued objective functional, and
g : P × Ω → Rm is a vector-valued constraint function with Q convex. E denotes expectation
with respect to P.
The stochastic program (1) has been studied extensively by Michael, whose contributions have
been path-breaking in terms of mathematical characterization since
[MAHD(1969), MAHD(1980a)] dynamic formulation [MAHD(1988)], the analysis of the
underlying information processes in strict connection with the random process properties ω,
and computational solution approaches.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Discrete and continuous stochastic systems

Michael’s primary interest in the study of the evolution and control of dynamic stochastic systems
exposed him and led to relevant contributions in and across discrete versus continuous mathematics.

Figure: A glimpse on Michael’s stochastic optimization core research domain
giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Major contributions

Of specific interest in my story-line the following key contributions in:

▶ Stochastic Optimization

▶ SLP and the distribution problem [MAHD(1968), MAHD(1969), MAHD(1974)]
▶ multistage stochastic programming [MAHD(1980b), MAHD(1988)]
▶ SLP-OCP-LCP formulation: [MAHD and Cryer(1980), J.M.Borwein and MAHD(1989)]
▶ information theory:

[MAHD(1980b), Davis et al.(1991)Davis, MAHD and Elliott, MAHD(2006)]

▶ Financial Economics

▶ Public economics: [MAHD with Davis and A.Wildavsky(1966)]
▶ Asset-Liability management: institutional [Consigli and MAHD(1998), MAHD(2003)] and

individual [Medova E.A.(2008)]
▶ Option and complex derivatives pricing

[MAHD and J. Hutton(1997), MAHD and J. Hutton(1999)]
▶ Commodity markets [MAHD and S.Hong(2000), MAHD with Medova and Tang(2018)].

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Major contributions (ctd)

▶ Computations

▶ Cutting plane and decomposition methods, high performance computing
[MAHD et al(1983), Consigli and MAHD(1998), MAHD and Thompson(1998),
MAHD et al(2018)], and SMPS format [MAHD et al(1987)]

▶ sampling - scenario generation in
[Chen et al.(1997)Chen, Consigli, Dempster and Hicks-Pedrón] and then in
[MAHD(2006), MAHD with Medova and Yong(2011)]

▶ decision support systems [MAHD and Ireland(1988),
MAHD with Scott and Thompson(2005), MAHD with Medova and Yong(2017)]

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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From theory to applications and back

I follow next few very comprehensive and original research paths:

(1) From the early work on stochastic linear programming [MAHD(1968)] and on the distribution
problem [MAHD(1974)] through multistage stochastic programming
[MAHD(1980a), MAHD(1988)] to asset-liability management (ALM) applications and ALM
post-optimality analysis [MAHD with Medova and Yong(2017)].

(2) From optimization in finite and infinite dimensions [MAHD(1971)] and early work on linear
complementarity problems [MAHD and Cryer(1980)] through [J.M.Borwein and MAHD(1989)] to
numerical methods for derivatives pricing of complex options
[MAHD and Hutton(1997), MAHD and J. Hutton(1999)] and commodity derivatives
[MAHD with Medova and Tang(2018), MAHD and K.Tang(2022)].

(3) From mathematical economics for prediction of budget cycles in U.S.
[MAHD with Davis and A.Wildavsky(1966), MAHD with Davis and Wildavsky(1974)] through
early decision support systems [MAHD and Ireland(1988)], to the development of economic
scenario generator for large global institutional investors
[MAHD(2003), MAHD et al and Ustinov(2015)] and increasing interest on commodity markets
[MAHD with Medova and Tang(2008), MAHD and K.Tang(2015)].

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Research path (1): From SLP to quantitative ALM

Consider explicitly ω as a vector stochastic data process ω := {ωt : t ∈ T } with T := {1, 2, ...,T}
finite and x := {xt : t ∈ T } as a decision process which is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra
generated by ω. The decision space is specified in [MAHD(1980a)] as the Banach space
Ln
p := ΠT

t=1Lp(Ω,Σ,P;Rn). Let t = 1, 2, ..,T and the filtration F = {Σt}Tt=1 generated by the data
process describe the current information available to the decision maker. Then a decision process
{xt |±t} is nonanticipative: this condition can be enforced implicitly or explicitly in the SP formulation.

▶ A relaxation of the nonanticipativity constraints leads to the formulation of a stochastic program
under partial or perfect foresight and the definition of the expected value of perfect information
(EVPI) [MAHD(1988)].

▶ An explicit formulation of the constraint leads to the definition of the dual process or marginal
EVPI process [MAHD(1982), MAHD(2006)].

The static primal and dual SP problems formulations are already established in Michael’s PhD thesis
[MAHD(1968)], while [MAHD(1974)] presents a first solution algorithm based on quantile arithmetic
to the so-called distribution problem. Michael’s key intuition was already in the 70’s to see this
solution as an upper bound of (1) and the difference between the two as the fundamental information
process needed to characterize the true problem solution.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Multistage stochastic programming with recourse

Let t ∈ T = {1, ...,T}, ω a vector tree process, the objective function be separable
f (x , ω) =

∑
t∈T ft(xt , ω

t) and consider a.s. feasibility. The following is a MSP recourse formulation,
particularly suitable to address, discrete time strategic Asset-Liability Management (ALM) problems:

maxx1 f1(x1) + EΣ2

[
maxx2 f2(x2, ω

2) + ....+ EΣT−1

(
maxxT fT (xT , ω

T )
)
· · ·

]
(2)

subject to, a.s.:

A11x1 = b1

A21x1 + A22x2 = b2

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
AT1x1 + AT2x2 +AT3x3 · · · +ATTxT = bT

The optimal strategy is a decision process x(t, ωt) or optimal contingency plan whose first element is
the root node or implementable decision [MAHD(1980b), MAHD(1988)]. Of specific interest the case
of a Markovian decision problem with At,t−1 = Bt and At,t−k = 0 for 1 < k < t.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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The value of information

In a multiperiod formulation, let ϕt(ω
t) denote the value function of a stochastic program under

perfect foresight:

ϕt(ω
t) = E{supxt

[
ft(ω

t , x t−1, xt) + ϕt+1(ω
t+1, x t−1)

]
|Ft} (3)

subject to the feasibility conditions of the problem. What is to be noted is that under this formulation
rather than a stochastic program we are estimating the expected value of a sequence of deterministic
programs, one for each random path ωt . Also denote the SP solutions of the subproblems for each t in
(2) by πt(ω

t), then we recover the definition of the expected value of perfect information (EVPI)
process [MAHD(1980a), MAHD(1988), MAHD(2006)] as

ηt(ω
t) = ϕt(ω

t)− πt(ω
t) t = 1, ...,T (4)

The EVPI was proven by Michael to be a nonnegative supermartingale process with absorbing state at
0.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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The value of information

Indeed consider the MSP (2) with a block-diagonal Markovian structure and reformulate the problem
in the canonical dynamic programming form maxxt{

[
ft(xt) + vt+1(x

t , ωt)
]
s.t. Atxt + Btxt−1 = bt}

a.s.. with vt+1(x
t , ωt) := Eωt+1|ωt

[
ft+1(xt+1, ω

t+1) + ....+ EFT−1

(
fT (xT , ω

T )
)
· · ·

]
.

Michael already in [MAHD(1982)] did fully characterize the information process associated with the
non anticipativity constraint x(t, ωt) = E{xt |Ft} for t = 1, 2, ...,T in explicit form. The Lagrangean of
(2) is

L(xt , y ′
t , ρ

′
t) = E{

[
ft(ξ

t , x t−1, xt) + vt+1(ξ
t , x t)

]
+ y ′

t (Btxt−1 + Atxt − bt) + ρ′t(It − Πt)xt)} (5)

From (5) we see that ρ′ := (ρ′1, ρ
′
2, ..., ρ

′
T ) is the dual process associated with the non-anticipativity

constraint. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and 1 ≤ t <∞ let N := {x ∈ Ln
p : (I − Πt)xt = 0, t = 1, 2, ...,T} be a

closed subspace, then ρ′ ∈ Ln
q, (1 ≥ q = p

p−1
≤ ∞) is a nonanticipative nonnegative marginal EVPI

process [MAHD et al(1983)]:

ρ′t ≥ {ρ′s |Ft} ≥ 0′ a.s. 1 ≤ t ≤ s s, t ∈ T (6)

Both information processes (4) and (6) have relevant computational implications.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Decomposition methods

From (2), thanks to the convexity of the value function we can introduce a decomposition scheme, for
t = 1, ..,T − 1:

max
xt∈Xt

{ft(xt) + θt : Btxt−1 + Atxt = bt , θt ≤ vt+1(x
t , ωt)} (7)

Relying on (7) and previous work on cutting plane methods and numerical convergence
[Barzilai and MAHD(1993), MAHD and Merkovsky(1995)], the development of a decomposition
method for large scale problems in which the underlying data tree process is progressively refined
according to the described information processes becomes natural.

The introduction of an SMPS standard accepted by the stochastic programming comunity was
necessary at this point [MAHD and J. Hutton(1997)].

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Sampling methods for dynamic stochastic programming

Figure: Tree expansion for FRC 12 stage problem based on marginal EVPI sampling (6 iterations)giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Asset-liability management

The MIDAS (Manager’s Intelligent Debt Advisory System) project [MAHD and Ireland(1988)]
addresses an optimal liability management formulated as an MSP problem with recourse. This is the
first expert system developed to support a real-world ALM problem.

Figure: Knowledge base for a debt management information systemgiorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Institutional ALM

After the MIDAS project, also, partially, thanks to a fruitful cooperation with the UniCredit banking
group over the years, a stream of applied research led to a sequence of contributions with relevant
financial-economic implications, as discussed below. Particularly relevant from a modeling and
methodological perspectives the following works in asset management and pension fund management.

▶ [Consigli and MAHD(1998)] propose a multistage ALM model, then to become a reference in this
domain, with an underlying stochastic model developed by Professor A.D.Wilkie, and a
comparison between direct methods and Nested Benders decomposition.

▶ [MAHD(2003)] provides a comprehensive report of the ALM framework developed for Pioneer
Investments: from model specification to estimation and ALM optimization, suitable to different
institutional contexts.

▶ [MAHD et al(2006)] and [MAHD et al(2007b)] develop an extension to model minimum
guarantees funds.

▶ [MAHD et al(2007a)] provides an application to, for the first time to my knowledge, a defined
contribution scheme.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Individual ALM

Elena et al, first in [Medova E.A.(2008)] and then jointly with Michael
[MAHD and Medova(2011), MAHD(2011)] produced a remarkable sequence of contributions in the
specific, highly complex domain of individual or household ALM over a lifetime, resulting into the
TradeMark iALM decision tool, which roughly 2 decades ago enhanced significantly available
operational tools for goal-based individual financial planning. (In this room Woochang Kim is also an
expert in this field, which is also of interest to me, and early works can be traced back to the 90’s by
John M Mulvey in Princeton in whiuch MAHD also collaborated). Specific contributions, primarily of
modeling type, but needless to say based on very strong computational power are:

▶ Individual goal utility function based on reference points,

▶ Integration of assets, liabilities and events models,

▶ in [MAHD et al(2016)] a comparison between lifecycle goal achievement and portfolio volatility
reduction approaches.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Recent works

To convey the consistency of this research stream over the years, I would like to complete this section
by mentioning [MAHD with Medova and Yong(2011), MAHD with Medova and Yong(2017)]. These
are two chapters, both to me, of great relevance from a theoretical and a computational perspective,
with case studies developed from the Pioneer model.

▶ The former is titled Comparison of Sampling methods for Dynamic stochastic programming and
included in the volume [Bertocchi with Consigli and MAHD(2011)] with an extended and
accurate analysis of several scenario reduction schemes developed over the years to support
mulitistage stochastic program formulations.

▶ The latter also appears in a Springer volume I edited in 2017, it is Stabilizing implementable
decisions in Dynamic Stochastic programming of primary relevance in operational decision making
processes, in which an accurate evaluation of the relationship between tree processes specification
and associated MSP optimal ALM policies is conducted with in- and out-of-sample validation.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Research path (2): OCP, VI and derivatives pricing

In 1980 in [MAHD and Cryer(1980)] Michael and Cryer published in the SIAM J.of Control and Opt.
an early 1978 research paper, where they established a rigorous set of results on the equivalence
between linear order complementarity problems (OCP) and linear programs in vector lattice Hilbert
spaces. I show here the back-page with the 1978 stamps of the U.S.Army Research office and the
National Science Foundation.

Figure: The 1978 U.S.Army sponsored research on linear complementarity and LP problems
giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Equivalence between OCP and LP

Michael and Cryer build on early works by R.W. Cottle (1972, 1976) and by O.L.Mangasarian (1976
and 1977) on complementarity problems and by G. Stampacchia’s results in the 60’s on variational
inequalities, to extend the theory to infinite dimensional spaces.

After the work with Cryer, an effective and comprehensive treatment of linear OCP problems is
contained in the article published by Michael with Borwein [J.M.Borwein and MAHD(1989)].

The key motivation of this research project in the 70s was related to the possibility to reformulate as
linear programs free boundary problems arising in physics, fluid mechanics and other areas, typically
formulated as linear order complementarity problems (OCP), in which an ordinary or partial differential
equation must be solved subject to the solution being non-negative.

Such reformulation brings both numerical advantages as a better understanding of the problem and the
interpretability of the solution. This line of research leads in the 90’s at the CFR in Cambridge to
developing a very efficient LP-based American options valuation scheme [MAHD and Hutton(1997)].

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Option pricing by linear programming

Consider the case of a American put option and let τ = inf{s ∈ [t,T ] : v(Ss , s) = ψ(Ss)} be an
optimal stopping time, that is the first time the option value v falls to the payoff value ψ(S), when the
conditional expectation of the discounted payoff is maximal, for immediate exercise. Let the log-stock
price be ξ, with the put option payoff ψ(ξ) := (K − eξ)+.

Based on the BS PDE operator L = σ2

2
∂2

∂ξ2
+ 1

2
(r − σ2

2
) ∂
ξ
− r , the following result is attained.

Theorem (MAHD and James H 1997): The American put value function is the unique solution of the
linear order complementarity problem

v(.T ) = ψ

v ≥ ψ

Lv +
∂v

∂t
≥ 0

min{Lv +
∂v

∂t
, (v − ψ)} = 0 a.e. R× [0,T ].

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Linear programming

Michael and J. Hutton use another equivalent formulation of the value function problem as a
variational inequality (VI) to show the uniqueness of the solution to (OCP) if the differential
operator is coercive.
The final stage of the formulation in [MAHD and J. Hutton(1997)] shows that the value
function, as the unique solution to (OCP), can be expressed as the unique solution of an
abstract linear program:

inf
v
< v , c > s.t. v ∈ F for any c > 0 a.e. on R× [0,T ]

where F := {v : v(.,T ) = ψ, v ≥ ψ,Lv + ∂v
∂t ≥ 0}. The linear operator L is (type Z ) such

that < v , y >= 0 =⇒ < v ,Ly >≤ 0 for any v , y ∈ H, a Hilbert vector lattice.
A finite LP formulation can then be attained by restricting the domain of the problem and
introducing an efficient approximation scheme.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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OCP-VI-LP equivalence

The following result in [MAHD and J. Hutton(1999)] establishes Michael’s key mathematical and
financial contribution.

Let T be a coercive type Z time homogeneous elliptic differential operator, then there exists a unique
solution u to the following equivalent problems:

▶ (OCP) v(.T ) = ψ, v ≥ ψ, Lv + ∂v
∂t

≥ 0, and min{Lv + ∂v
∂t
, (v − ψ)} = 0 a.e. R× [0,T ]

▶ (LE) find v = LE(F ),

▶ (LP) infv < v , c > s.t. v ∈ F ,

for any c > 0 a.e. on R× [0,T ], where F := {v : v(.,T ) = ψ, v ≥ ψ,Lv + ∂v
∂t

≥ 0}.
The method is then extended in [Dempster et al(1998)] and [MAHD and D.Richards(2000)] to
complex and path dependent options, with the definition of an efficient novel LP solution approach
based on a triagonal revised simplex method.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Derivatives pricing by LP

Figure: The least element problem as a linear program
giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Research path (3): Financial economics

There wouldn’t be a research area as applied stochastic optimization to economics and finance without
accurate modeling of financial and economic dynamics: here is where Michael’s strong statistical and
mathematical backgrounds come together with his interest on current financial and economic dynamics
as well as emerging decision-making and policy-making problems.

In 1966 he co-authored with Davis and Wildavsky [MAHD with Davis and A.Wildavsky(1966)] the first
dynamic stochastic model of the US budgetary process.

Figure: The Am.Pol.Sci.Review (3), 1966

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Economic and market dynamics

The following concepts (first time ever in this context) are explained in a methodological compendium
to [MAHD with Davis and A.Wildavsky(1966)]: linear regression; stochastic difference equation;
unstable, evolutionary or explosive process; Markov process; Goodness of Fit; least square estimators
and temporally stable process. Follow ups are represented by
[MAHD with Davis and Wildavsky(1974), MAHD and Wildavsky(1979), MAHD and Wildavsky(1982)]
where in the domain of public economics, I believe Michael in particular (rather than Aaron) clarifies
the importance he associates with the treatment of the budgetary process as an evolving stochastic
dynamic (indeed incremental) process.

Such interest evolves over time but I would overall frame the resulting contributions as being part of
Michael’s key interest in financial economics. Behind derivatives pricing and ALM applications is the
definition of a rich set of underlying stochastic models, whose extent and degree of innovation is
difficult to summarize.

We are here at the crossroad between contributions I like to refer to as belonging to the domain of
long-term discrete finance and those very much belonging to continuous time finance.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Financial and commodity markets

Without surely pretending to be exhaustive (far from being ...), to convey Michael’s originality in this
context, I would just focus here next, on few contributions, specifically related to:

▶ The long standing cooperation with Pioneer Investments the fund manager of the UniCredit
banking conglomerate (now, since 2019, part of Amundi) [MAHD(2003)] and
[MAHD et al(2006)].

▶ The yield curve model proposed in
[MAHD with E.Medova and M. Villaverde(2010), MAHD et al and Ustinov(2015)]

▶ The stochastic models and pricing approaches developed for commodity markets
[MAHD and K.Tang(2015), MAHD and K.Tang(2022)]

Common to this rather diverse domains is Michael’s familiarity with valuation problems specified under
a physical or a risk-neutral probability measure and the key role of the market price of risk, whose
financial economic rationale is key to the derivation and solution of complex pricing problems.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Pioneer Investments economic model

Figure: Pioneers global economic model

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Real world and risk-neutral modeling

Portfolio selection, ALM, fund management all rely on financial and economic scenarios under the
empirical measure.
In [MAHD with E.Medova and M. Villaverde(2010)] Michael, Elena Medova and Michael Villaverde
propose a 3 factor model of the yield curve: the distinction between the model under the risk-neutral
measure for pricing purposes and the equivalent empirical model for forward simulation is clarified
upfront. Let the long rate be X, the yield curve slope Y be the driving processes and the short rate is
defined as R = X+ Y. We have under the two equivalent measures Q (left) and P (right):

dXt = (µx − λxXt)dt + σXdW̃
X
t dXt = (µx − λxXt + γXσx)dt + σXdW

X
t

dYt = (µy − λyYt)dt + σY dW̃
Y
t dYt = (µy − λyYt + γYσY )dt + σY dW

Y
t

dRt = k(Xt + Yt − Rt)dt + σRdW̃
R
t dRt = [k(Xt + Yt − Rt) + γRσR ] dt + σRdW

R
t

It is on these grounds that estimation is possible under P as simulation and scenario generation for
optimization problems, fully consistent with the pricing kernel under the RN measure.

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Yield curve modeling

Figure: JAM 2010: yield curve modeling

giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Commodity markets

A futures market for commodities was established in 1847 in Chicago. I see as very much Michael’s
interest in this field as resulting from his long term interest in economics as well as political sciences:
commodity markets drive International relations and may cause dramatic political events. The
commodity futures market is extraordinarily liquid and economically relevant.

Last year the second edition of the CRC FinMath Series volume on Commodities
[MAHD and K.Tang(2022)] was released. This research project started in the late 90s leading to the
following contributions:

▶ [MAHD et al(2000)] with the proposal of the multistage stochastic programming version of a
Depot and and Refinery Optimization Problem (DROP): a consortium constrained cost
minimization problem resulting into a large scale mixed integer program.

▶ [MAHD and S.Hong(2000)] with the proposal of a spread options pricing model based on a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) approach.

▶ [MAHD with Medova and Tang(2008)], then [MAHD with Medova and Y.Yong(2012)] and
[MAHD with Medova and Tang(2018)] focusing on commodity futures.
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Pricing commodity futures

In 2012 Michael, Elena and Ke Tang publish a three factor model for commodity futures
[MAHD with Medova and Y.Yong(2012)]. Few years after [MAHD with Medova and Tang(2018)]
propose an importance state space form (ISSF) and develop a new econometric approach to isolate
jumps in a latent factor model. The methodology is applied to oil and copper futures prices with data
from 2000 to 2012 and MAHD et al isolate jumps generated by long and short term factors p and x,
respectively. Again, the data generating process is specified both in the RN measure for pricing
purposes and in the physical measure for estimation.

ln(St) = xt + pt ln(St) = xt + pt (8)

dxt = (kxxt + ϕ)dt + σxdWx + JxdNx dxt = −(c + kxxt)dt + σxdWx + JxdNx

dpt = (η − θp)dt + σpdWp + JpdNp dpt = ηdt + σpdWp + JpdNp

Futures prices are derived through an affine model and they find that many large long term jumps
(permanent jumps) are associated with the long end movements or parallel shifts of the futures term
structure, while short term (temporary) jumps are usually accompanied with twists of the futures term
structure. Both x and p factor jumps for oil futures are caused by world political and macroeconomic
events.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Decision support: STOCHASTICSTM

In the area of Operations Research and Management Science decision tools, the development and
realization of STOCHASTICS [MAHD with Scott and Thompson(2005)], a trademark of Cambridge
Systems Associates Ltd (C.S.A.), should in my view also be regarded as a relevant contribution, linking
rigorous modeling and mathematics to computationally efficient decision making.

Following the discussion so far, the successful interaction of Michael with the financial industry
throughout the years was supported by the modules integrated in the software. Specifically in the
domains of

1. long term asset allocation, asset liability management

2. derivative structured product valuation, derivative portfolio pricing and hedging strategies

3. risk management and capital allocation

4. real options.

Given all the above, not surprisingly the macro interfaces of the system are between
STOCH-Sim,-Gen,-Opt and STOCH-View, a fair paradigm of optimal financial decision making in
finance!
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The books

The extent and depth of Michael’s research domain and contributions are well summarized by (some
of!) his book editorial projects:

▶ Mathematics of Financial Derivatives in cooperation with S.Pliska [MAHD and Pliska(1997)],

▶ Risk management: value at risk and beyond [MAHD(2002)],

▶ Quantitative Fund Management in cooperation with G.Mitra and G.Pflug
[MAHD with Mitra and Plug(2008)]

▶ Handbook on Stochastic Optimization methods in Finance and Energy with myself and
M.I.Bertocchi [Bertocchi with Consigli and MAHD(2011)],

▶ Commodities in cooperation with Elena and Ke Tang, 2 editions
[MAHD and K.Tang(2015), MAHD and K.Tang(2022)].

▶ High performance computing in Finance: problems, methods and solutions in cooperation with
Kenniainen, Keane and Vynckier [MAHD et al(2018)].
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Left out

I would like to mention few research areas that are relevant but somehow couldn’t find space here
above. Together they define Michael’s originality and ahead-of-time scientific attitude.

▶ Control problems and the value of information in continuous time models
[Davis et al.(1991)Davis, MAHD and Elliott, MAHD(1991), MAHD and Ye(1996)].

▶ In 2001 Michael published an application of computational learning techniques in the FX market
[MAHD et al(2001)]. The year after, he proposed an evolutionary reinforcement learning
algorithm [MAHD and Romahi(2002)] in the same context.

▶ Volatility and its interaction with portfolio management
[MAHD with Evstigneev and Schenk-Hoppé(2007)], (2008) and (2011) with the study of
fixed-mix as well as Kelly’s portfolio strategies in a dynamic context.

▶ Credit risk and structured products focusing on the adoption of copula functions and a pricing
method based on relative entropy [MAHD and Yang(2007)].
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An extraordinary forward looking scientist and mentor

In very many contexts, primarily thanks to his solid mathematical backgrounds and persistent interest
in current financial and political subjects, Michael has been ahead of the times. I would like to
conclude with my taking on of all this:

▶ Already in the 70s in Oxford he was working on multistage stochastic programs while most of the
SP community was focusing on 2-stage problems.

▶ From which a very early characterization of stochastic dynamic problems in primal and dual form
with far reaching methodological implications.

▶ The characterization of information processes and their integration in computational
developments was so far ahead in the area of operations research and management science.

▶ An open minded and unique ability to understand industry problems and advance the theory while
providing solutions, also came very early.

▶ A unique sequence of results in which stochastic programming, mathematical finance, decision
theory and management science were jointly benefited at once!
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Conclusion

As supervisor and mentor, Michael’s primary quality has been somehow to identify in a very gifted way
every collaborator’s key qualities as well as weaknesses and build on that by emphasizing the former
and helping to reduce the latter!

I hope I conveyed to you all the extent and depth of Michael’s contributions over the years and his
outstanding achievements as a mathematician and specifically in an applied context as a financial
economist.

What to say: thank you very much indeed Michael for your scientific legacy and (I would add) for
being such a kind and generous colleague, supervisor and teacher !
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Lp valuation of exotic american options exploiting structure.

RESEARCH PAPERS IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES-UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE JUDGE
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES .

MAHD et al, Medova, E.O.I., Ustinov, P., 2015.

A practical robust long term yield curve model, in: J Kanniainen, J.K., eds., E.V. (Eds.), High
Performance Computing in Finance. Chapman & Hall CRC Financial Mathematics Series, pp.
1–35.

MAHD et al, Birge J.R., G.H.G.E.K.A.W.S., 1987.

A standard input format for multiperiod stochastic linear programs .

MAHD et al, Fisher M.L., J.L.L.B.L.J.R.K.A.H., 1983.

Analysis of heuristics for stochastic programming: results for hierarchical scheduling problems.

Mathematics of Operations Research 8, 525–537.

MAHD et al, Kanniainen J, K.J.V.E., 2018.

High-performance computing in finance: problems, methods, and solutions.

CRC Press.

MAHD et al, Kloppers D., M.E.O.I.U.P., 2016.

Practical applications of lifecycle goal achievement or portfolio volatility reduction?giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Practical Applications 4, 1–4.

MAHD et al, Germano M., M.E.R.M.S.F.S.M., 2006.

Managing guarantees.

The Journal of Portfolio Management 32, 51–61.

MAHD et al, Germano M., M.E.R.M.S.F.S.M., 2007a.

D c pension fund benchmarking with fixed-mix portfolio optimization.

Quantitative Finance 7, 365–370.

MAHD et al, Germano M., M.E.R.M.S.F.S.M., 2007b.

Designing minimum guaranteed return funds.

Quantitative Finance 7, 245–256.

MAHD et al, Hicks Pedron N., M.E.S.J.S.A., 2000.

Planning logistics operations in the oil industry.

Journal of the Operational Research Society 51, 1271–1288.

MAHD et al, Payne T.W., R.Y.T.G., 2001.

Computational learning techniques for intraday fx trading using popular technical indicators.

IEEE Transactions on neural networks 12, 744–754.

Barzilai, J., MAHD, 1993.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Measuring rates of convergence of numerical algorithms.

Journal of optimization theory and applications 78, 109–125.

Chen, Z., Consigli, G., Dempster, M., Hicks-Pedrón, N., 1997.

Towards sequential sampling algorithms for dynamic portfolio management.

Operational Tools in the Management of Financial Risks , 197–211.

Consigli, MAHD, 1998.

Dynamic stochastic programming for asset-liability management.

Annals of Operations Research 81, 131–161.

Bertocchi with Consigli, G., MAHD (Eds.), 2011.

Handbook on Stochastic Optimization Methods in Finance and Energy.

Fred Hillier International Series in Operations Research and Management Science, Springer USA.

Davis, MAHD, Elliott, R., 1991.

On the value of information in controlled diffusion processes, in: Stochastic analysis. Elsevier, pp.
125–138.

MAHD with Davis, O., A.Wildavsky, A., 1966.

A theory of the budgetary process.

American Political Science Review 60, 529–547.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Towards a predictive theory of government expenditure: U.s. domestic appropriations.

Brit. J. of Pol.Sci. 4, 419–452.

MAHD with E.Medova, E., M. Villaverde, M., 2010.

Long-term interest rates and consol bond valuation.

Journal of Asset Management 11, 113–135.

MAHD with Evstigneev, I., Schenk-Hoppé, K., 2007.

Volatility-induced financial growth.

Quantitative Finance 7, 151–160.

J.M.Borwein, MAHD, 1989.

The linear order complementarity problem.

Mathematics of Operations Research 14, 534–558.

MAHD, 1968.

On stochastic programming i: Static linear programming under risk.

Journal of Math.An.and Appl. 11, 304–343.

MAHD, 1969.

Distribution in intervals and linear programming, in: Hansen, E. (Ed.), Interval Analysis. Oxford
University Press, pp. 107–127.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Optimization theory: 1. finite dimensions. 2. infinite dimesions.

Bull.Inst. of Maths. and App. 7, 221–226.

MAHD, 1974.

An application of quantile arithmetic to the distribution problem of stochastic linear programming.

Bull.Inst. of Maths. and App. 10, 186–194.

MAHD, 1980a.

Introduction to stochastic programming, in: Stochastic Programming. Academic Press, pp. 3–62.

MAHD, 1980b.

Stochastic programming.

Academic Press.

MAHD, 1982.

The expected value of perfect information in the optimal evolution of stochastic systems , 25–40.

MAHD, 1988.

On stochastic programming: II dynamic problems under risk.

Stochastics 25, 15–42.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Optimal control of piecewise deterministic markov processes.

Applied stochastic analysis (London, 1989) 5, 303–325.

MAHD, 2002.

Risk management: value at risk and beyond.

Cambridge University Press.

MAHD, 2006.

Sequential importance sampling algorithms for dynamic stochastic programming.

Journal of Math. Sci. 133, 1422–1444.

MAHD, 2011.

Asset liability management for individual households-abstract of the london discussion.

British Actuarial Journal 16, 441–467.

MAHD, Cryer, C., 1980.

Equivalence of linear complementarity problems and linear programs in vector lattice hilbert
spaces.

SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization 18, 76–90.

MAHD, D.Richards, D., 2000.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Pricing american options fitting the smile.

Mathematical Finance 10, 157–177.

MAHD, Hutton, J., 1997.

Fast numerical valuation of american, exotic and complex options.

Applied Mathematical Finance 4, 1–20.

MAHD, Ireland, A., 1988.

A financial expert decision support system.

Mathematical models for decision support 48, 415–440.

MAHD, J. Hutton, J., 1997.

Numerical valuation of cross-currency swaps and swaptions, in: Mathematics of derivative
securities. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 473–503.

MAHD, J. Hutton, J., 1999.

Pricing american stock options by linear programming.

Mathematical Finance 9, 229–254.

MAHD, K.Tang, K., 2015.

Commodities. volume 32.

CRC Press.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Commodities: Fundamental Theory of Futures, Forwards, and Derivatives Pricing.

CRC Press.

MAHD, Medova, E., 2011.

Planning for retirement: Asset liability management for individuals, in: Asset and Liability
Management Handbook. Springer, pp. 409–432.

MAHD, Merkovsky, R., 1995.

A practical geometrically convergent cutting plane algorithm.

SIAM journal on numerical analysis 32, 631–644.

MAHD, Pliska, S., 1997.

Mathematics of derivative securities. volume 15.

Cambridge University Press.

MAHD, Romahi, Y.S., 2002.

Intraday fx trading: An evolutionary reinforcement learning approach, in: Intelligent Data
Engineering and Automated Learning—IDEAL 2002: Third International Conference Manchester,
UK, August 12–14, 2002 Proceedings 3, Springer. pp. 347–358.

MAHD, S.Hong, S., 2000.

Spread option valuation and the fast fourier transform.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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JIMS Working Paper series 26.

MAHD, Thompson, R., 1998.

Parallelization and aggregation of nested Benders decomposition.

Annals of Operations Research 81, 163–188.

MAHD, Wildavsky, A., 1979.

On change: or, there is no magic size for an increment.

Political Studies 27, 371–389.

MAHD, Wildavsky, A., 1982.

Modelling the us federal spending process: overview and implications, in: The Grants Economy
and Collective Consumption: Proceedings of a Conference held by the International Economic
Association at Cambridge, England, Springer. pp. 267–309.

MAHD, Ye, J., 1996.

Generalized bellman-hamilton-jacobi optimality conditions for a control problem with a boundary
condition.

Applied Mathematics and Optimization 33, 211–225.

MAHD, Medova, E., Yang, S., 2007.

Empirical copulas for cdo tranche pricing using relative entropy.

Int.l Journal of Theoretical and Applied Finance 10, 679–702.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Global asset liability management.

British Actuarial Journal 9, 137–195.

MAHD with Medova, E., Tang, K., 2008.

Long and short term jumps in commodity futures prices.

Available at SSRN 1107966 .

MAHD with Medova, E., Tang, K., 2018.

Latent jump diffusion factor estimation for commodity futures.

Journal of Commodity Markets 9, 35–54.

MAHD with Medova, E., Yong, Y., 2011.

Comparison of sampling methods for dynamic stochastic programming, in: Stochastic
Optimization Methods in Finance and Energy. Springer, pp. 389–425.

MAHD with Medova, E., Yong, Y., 2017.

Stabilizing implementable decisions in dynamic stochastic programming, in: Consigli G,
Brandimarte P, K.D. (Ed.), Optimal Financial Decision making under uncertainty. Springer Int.l
Series on Manag. Sci. and Op.Res., pp. 177–200.

MAHD with Medova, E., Y.Yong, Y., 2012.

Determinants of oil futures prices and convenience yields.giorgio.consigli@ku.ac.ae
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Quantitative Finance 12, 1795–1809.

Medova E.A., Murphy J.K., O.A.R.K., 2008.

Individual asset liability management.

Quantitative Finance 8, 547–560.

MAHD with Mitra, G., Plug, G. (Eds.), 2008.

Quantitative Fund Management. volume CRC Series in Mathematical Finance.

Chapman & Hall/Taylor and Francis: London.

MAHD with Scott, J., Thompson, G., 2005.

Stochastic modeling and optimization using stochastics, in: Applications of stochastic
programming. SIAM, pp. 137–157.
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